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Who needs Datum Solutions RapidCOLD?
Companies requiring COLD based solution

IT departments wanting to consolidate

but struggling with how to modernize them

their ECM architecture for efficiency

CIO’s looking to reduce operational cost
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and leverage newer technologies

architecture complexity while maintaining
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Datum Solutions RapidCOLD

Benefits of Datum Solutions RapidCOLD
Provides all the features of FileNet IS COLD and more

Full-featured

Allows for the sun setting of aging ECM technology

Sun setting
of aging ECM
technology

Retirement of old Image Services (IS) servers
Lower operational costs
Eliminates the need to find IS-skilled resources

Reduces storage costs

Reduce Storage
costs

Compression of data
Use of document templates
Efficient use of logos/images

Leverages investment in IBM Case Foundations licenses
Puts to use licenses on the shelf
Makes P8 architecture COLD

Leverage
investments

Taking advantage of modern User Interface

Modern User
Interface

May use IBM Content Navigator for COLD-based applications
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